DATE: 

☐ SHIPPER ☐ GROWER

DEMONSTRATION EVALUATION:

WAS THE DEMONSTRATION USEFUL? ☐ YES ☐ NO

DID YOU KNOW ABOUT HOT WATER TREATMENT PRIOR TO THIS FIELD DAY? ☐ YES ☐ NO

WOULD YOU CONSIDER ADOPTING A PRACTICE SUCH AS HOT WATER TREATMENT? ☐ YES ☐ NO

WHAT DO YOU PRODUCE/DISTRIBUTE?

☐ ANTHURIUM ☐ BIRDS OF PARADISE ☐ BANANA ☐ CUTTINGS ☐ GINGER ☐ HELICONIA ☐ PROTEA ☐ TARO ☐ TIL LEAF, CUT ☐ OTHER CUT FLOWERS ☐ OTHER PROPAGATIVE MATERIAL: _______________________

PESTICIDE DIP:

CHEMICALS USED IN PESTICIDE DIP: (PRE-PLANT/POST-HARVEST)

HOW MANY PIECES (FLOWERS, HULIS, CUTTINGS, ETC.) ARE TREATED PER YEAR?

HOW MANY SOLUTIONS ARE MADE PER YEAR?

ESTIMATE THE COST OF DISINFECTION PER YEAR.

FOR PROPAGATIVE MATERIAL, WHAT INSECT/PEST ARE YOU TRYING TO ELIMINATE WITH PRE-PLANT CHEMICAL TREATMENT?

INSECTS:

WHAT INSECT PEST CAUSE THE MOST QUARANTINE REJECTIONS? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)

☐ ANTS ☐ APHIDS ☐ SCALES ☐ MEALY BUGS ☐ WHITE FLIES ☐ MITES ☐ NEMATODES ☐ OTHER:_________

REJECTION RATES: (ORNAMENTAL)


ESTIMATE THE QUANTITY OF FLORAL PRODUCTS YOU PRODUCE/DISTRIBUTE:

WHAT PERCENT OF THE TOTAL QUANTITY DO YOU EXPORT?

APPROXIMATE THE TOTAL NUMBER OF OUT-OF-STATE SHIPMENTS MADE PER YEAR

ESTIMATE THE NUMBER OF QUARANTINE REJECTIONS PER YEAR

APPROXIMATE THE LOSSES IN DOLLAR VALUE DUE TO QUARANTINE REJECTIONS

PROPAGATIVE MATERIAL:

WHAT DO YOU WISH TO ACCOMPLISH BY USING THE HOT WATER TREATMENT ON PROPAGATIVE MATERIALS?

☐ DISINFECT FROM NEMATODES ☐ DISINFECT FROM INSECTS/MITES ☐ PREVENT DISEASES ☐ OTHER/SPECIFY: _______________________

WHAT PERCENT OF LOSSES DO YOU EXPERIENCE DUE TO THE PEST LISTED ABOVE? ______________ %

IN 1997, HOW MANY ACRES WERE IN PRODUCTION? ______________ ACRES

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.